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Abstract
Spectral based analysis/synthesis techniques offer powerful tools for the processing of sounds.
They include many different approaches, each one with its own advantages and set of
compromises. In the design of a general purpose synthesizer more than one technique is needed
while maintaining a unified control strategy and a single synthesis engine. In this article we
present several complementary spectral representations, techniques to obtain them or generate
sound from them, and the design of a general purpose software synthesizer based on these
techniques.

1. Introduction
The research work presented here is the continuation
of earlier work on spectral based techniques for the
analysis and synthesis of musical sounds [1][2][3].
Throughout all this work the term Spectral Modeling
Synthesis (SMS) has been used to refer to the software
implementations that were first done by Xavier Serra
and Julius Smith at Stanford University, and more
recently by the first author and the music technology
group of the Audiovisual Institute of the Pompeu
Fabra University in Barcelona. The goal of this work
has been to get general and musically meaningful
sound representations based on analysis, from which
musical parameters can be manipulated while
maintaining high quality sound. These techniques can
be used for synthesis, processing and coding
applications, while some of the intermediate results
might also be applied to other music related
problems, e.g., sound source separation, musical
acoustics, music perception, or performance analysis.
Our current focus is on the development of a general
purpose musical synthesizer. This application goes
beyond the analysis and resynthesis of single sounds
and some of its specific requirements are: (1) it
should work for a wide range of sounds, (2) it should
have an efficient real time implementation for
polyphonic instruments, (3) the stored data should
take little space, (4) it should be expressive and have
controls that are musically meaningful, and (5) a
wide range of sound effects, such as reverberation,
should be easily incorporated into the synthesis
without much extra cost. Other requirements that
might be of importance in particular situations are
beyond the scope of this article.

The implementation of these techniques has been
done in C++ and Matlab, and the graphical interfaces
with Visual C++ for Windows 95. Most of the
software and the detailed specifications of the
techniques and protocols used are publicly available
on our web site [4].

2. Complementary Spectral Models
There is no single spectral representation optimal for
all sounds, not even for the different parts of a single
complex tone. Thus, we have started by choosing a
few basic spectral models that complement each other
and can be combined to represent any sound.
• Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT): This is the
most general but least flexible representation and can
be used for sounds, or part of sounds, whenever the
other models might not give the sound quality desired
[5].
• Sinusoidal: This is a level of abstraction higher
than the STFT and it models time-varying spectra as
sums of time-varying sinusoids. It is still quite
general and there is a gain in flexibility compared
with the STFT [6].
• Sinusoidal plus Residual: This is a level of
abstraction higher than the Sinusoidal representation
where the sinusoids only model the stable partials of a
sound and the residual, or its approximation, models
what is left, ideally an stochastic component. It is less
general than either the STFT or the Sinusoidal
representations but it results in an enormous gain in
flexibility [3].
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• High Level Attributes: From any of the previous
representations, specially from the Sinusoidal plus
Residual model, higher level information such as:
pitch,
spectral
shape,
vibrato,
or
attack
characteristics, can be extracted. Depending on the
sound more or less information can be obtained. The
more we extract the more flexible the resulting
representation will be. These attributes will always
accompany one or more of the first three
representations.
The decision as to what representation to use in a
particular situation is not an easy one. Their
boundaries are not clear and there are always
compromises. The main ones are: (1) sound quality,
(2) flexibility, (3) memory consumption, and (4)
computational requirements. Ideally, we want to
maximize quality and flexibility while minimizing
memory
consumption
and
computational
requirements. The STFT is the best choice for
maximum quality and minimum compute time, but
the worst one for flexibility and memory
consumption. The Sinusoidal model is clearly a step
towards flexibility by increasing compute time, and
the Sinusoidal plus Residual model can cover a wide
“compromise space” at the expense of a complex and
compute intensive analysis process. In fact the
Sinusoidal plus Residual model is a generalization of
both the STFT and the Sinusoidal models where we
can decide what part of the spectral information is
modeled as sinusoids and what is left as STFT. With a
good analysis, the Sinusoidal plus Residual
representation is very flexible while maintaining a
good sound quality, and the memory consumption is
quite low. Finally, High Level Attributes bring more
flexibility to any of the previous models at the
expense of increasing the compute time.
With the considerations we just mentioned, our first
approach for building our synthesizer will be to try
modeling any sound with the Sinusoidal plus
Residual model and extract as many High Level
Attributes as possible. When this approach results in
an undesirable decrease in sound quality we will use
the Sinusoidal model, or even the STFT. It might be
that the attack of a sound is best modeled with the
STFT while its steady state and release with the
Sinusoidal plus Residual model.

3. Spectral Description Format
We have developed a file format to integrate these
different spectral representations and levels of
abstraction. This format is compatible with the
Spectral Description Interface Format (SDIF)
proposal [7], maintaining its syntax and extending its
specification to include a set of chunks specific for
our purposes. Even though it is currently used only as

a file format, it is designed to work in real time
streaming and to be useful in a variety of applications
that go from high quality audio coding to synthesis
applications.
The idea of data chunks comes from the Interchange
File Format (IFF) proposal, as a modular and portable
way to organize data inside a file. Following this
standard, our chunks are the basic building blocks,
each one including a fixed header part with an
Identifier and a Size, followed by specific data for
each type of chunk. Figure 1 shows the different
chunks specific for our needs and their relationships.
SDIF chunk

SMS Frame
chunk

SMS Bank
chunk

SMS Generic
chunk

SMS Instrument
chunk

SMS Generic
Track chunk

SMS Info
chunk

SMS Note
chunk
SMS Note
Track chunk
SMS Note
Subtrack chunk

SMS Envelope
chunk

SMS Relevant
Point chunk

SMS Loop
chunk

Figure 1: Relationship of chunks in the Spectral
Description Format.
The simplest file, representing a single sound track
with no high level abstractions, will include one SDIF
chunk, one Generic chunk, one Generic Track chunk
(as a sub-chunk), and any number of Frame chunks.
For a file representing note data the minimum
structure will be one SDIF chunk, one Note chunk,
one Note Track chunk (as a sub-chunk), one Note
Subtrack chunk (as a sub-chunk), and any number of
Frame chunks. Notes can be grouped by putting all
the Note chunks under an Instrument chunk. In turn,
Instrument chunks can be grouped within a Bank
chunk, and more complex groupings result from
combining chunks in different ways.
The Frame chunks include the low level spectral data
and each one points to a given track or subtrack. Each
frame can have its own size and representation, and it
supports variable frame rate. The Info chunk includes
textual information that describes the file. The Loop,
and Relevant Point chunks are associated with a
particular track to complement its spectral
information. The Envelope chunk can be part of
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several types of chunks to represent High Level
Attributes of the spectral data associated to them.
To show some of the details of this format we will
briefly describe the Frame and Envelope chunks. A
full specification of the format can be found on our
web site [4].
Syntax

Size
bytes

SMS_Frame_Chunk () {
ID
Size
Track_ID
Time_Tag
Number_Sines
optionally Sine_Type
optionally Sines_ID [Number_Sines]
Sine_Frequencies [Number_Sines]
Sine_Magnitudes [Number_Sines]
optionally Sine_Phases [Number_Sines]
Spectrum_Size
optionally Spectrum_Type
optionally Approximation_Type
Spectrum_Magnitude [Spectrum_Size]
optionally Spectrum_Phase [Spectrum_Size]
}

in

4
4
2
4
4
1
4 * N_Sines
4 * N_Sines
4 * N_Sines
4 * N_Sines
4
1
1
4 * S_Size
4 * S_Size

Table 1: Structure of a Frame chunk.

Syntax
SMS_Envelope_Chunk () {
ID
Size
Envelope_Type
Envelope_Format
Data []
}

Size in bytes
4
4
1
1
Size - 2

4. Spectral Analysis
Our particular approach to spectral analysis is based
on decomposing a sound into sinusoids plus a spectral
residual [3]. This process can be controlled by the
user, or done automatically depending on the sound
characteristics, and it can produce any of the
representations specified above. The analysis
procedure detects partials by studying the timevarying spectral characteristics of a sound and
represents them with time-varying sinusoids. These
partials are then subtracted from the original sound
and the remaining residual can be approximated in
the frequency domain.
sound

additive
synthesis

*

With this structure a Frame chunk can store any of
the first three representations: STFT, Sinusoidal, or
Sinusoidal plus Residual. A Frame (Table 1)
includes: (1) an identifier of the type of chunk, (2) its
size, (3) an identifier associated to the track that it
belongs to, (4) the time in seconds of the beginning of
the frame, (5) the number of sines in the frame, (6)
whether or not there are sine identifiers and sine
phases, (7) an array of sine identifiers to know the
trajectory of the given sine, (8) an array of sine
frequencies, (9) an array of sine magnitudes, (10) an
array of sine phases, (11) the size of the magnitude
and phase spectra, (12) the type of spectral data,
whether it is approximated or not, (13) the type of
approximation, (14) an array of spectral magnitudes,
and (15) an array of spectral phases.

several envelope types: spectral shape of sines and
residual spectra, pitch, amplitude of sines and
residual spectra, tremolo frequency and amplitude,
vibrato frequency and amplitude, articulation
amplitude of sines and residual spectra, articulation
pitch, and spectral tilt. There are also several
envelope formats: single value, x-y pairs, x-y pairs
plus slope, and equally spaced values. Other types of
formats are easily added.

smoothing
window window
generation

sinusoidal
component
-

smoothing residual
component
window window
*
generation

FFT
phase
spectrum

mag.
spectrum

peak
detection
amplitude
correction

peak data
pitch
detection

FFT
magnitude
spectrum

phase
spectrum

spectral
approximation

peak data

pitch
frequency

peak
continuation

Table 2: Structure of an Envelope chunk.
sine
frequencies
sine
magnitudes

sine
phases

spectral
data

An Envelope chunk (Table 2) is used to store the
High Level Attributes, and it can be part of Generic
Track, Instrument, Note, Note Track or Note Subtrack
chunks. It includes information that has been
extracted from the spectral data and that will be
added during the synthesis to recover the original
sound. An Envelope chunk includes: (1) an identifier
of the type of chunk, (2) its size, (3) the type of
envelope, (4) the format of the given envelope, and
(5) the actual envelope data. We have considered

Figure 2: Diagram of the spectral analysis.
Figure 2 shows a simplified block diagram of the
analysis. Considering that we are in the middle of a
sound we first prepare the next section to be analyzed
by multiplying it with an appropriate analysis
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window. Its spectrum is obtained by the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and the prominent spectral peaks
are detected and incorporated into the existing
sinusoidal trajectories by means of a peak
continuation algorithm. When the sound is pseudoharmonic, a pitch detection step can improve the
analysis by using the pitch information in the peak
continuation algorithm and in choosing the size of the
analysis window for the next frame. The behaviour of
the sinusoids is controlled by the user in such a way
that we can either model the whole sound with
sinusoids or only the stable partials.
The residual component of the current frame is
calculated by first generating the sinusoidal
component with additive synthesis, and then
subtracting it from the original waveform in the time
domain. This is possible because the phases of the
original sound are matched and therefore the shape of
the time domain waveform preserved. A spectral
analysis of this time domain residual is done by first
windowing it, window which is independent of the
one used to find sinusoids, and thus we are free to
choose a different time-frequency compromise. An
amplitude correction step can improve the time
smearing produced in the sinusoidal subtraction.
Then the FFT is computed and the resulting spectrum
can be approximated by fitting a curve to the
magnitude spectrum. The spectral phases might be
discarded when the residual is a stochastic signal.
sine data

spectral data

amplitude amplitude normalization
and
and
amplitude envelope
amplitude
extraction
envelope

attack,
steady-state,
and release
detection

inflexion
points

frequency normalization
and
pitch envelope
extraction

spectral shape
extraction

spectral
shape

pitch
and
pitch
envelope

loop
points

loop points
selection

amplitude and
frequency
detrending

residual
sine data

residual
spectral data

vibrato
extraction

vibrato
data

Figure 3: Parameter extraction from spectral data.
The result of this part of the analysis is a set of timevarying sines, with or without phase, and a time-

varying spectrum, approximated or not. Thus, the
output can be: (1) an STFT, when no sinusoids have
been tracked and the residual spectra are not
approximated, (2) a Sinusoidal representation, when
the tracking of sines has not been too restrictive and
no residual obtained, or (3) a Sinusoidal plus
Residual representation, when the tracking of sines
has been restricted to find only stable partials and the
spectral residual is calculated, approximated or not.
From any of the output spectral information of the
analysis we can extract High Level Attributes when
the sound is a single note or a monophonic phrase of
an instrument. Attributes such as attack and release
times, formant structure, vibrato, or average pitch and
amplitude, can be obtained by the process shown in
Figure 3. This is quite easy when the spectral
representation is of the Sinusoids plus Residual type.
These attributes can be modified and added back to
the spectral representation without any loss of sound
quality.
From the spectral representation of a note we first
detect the relevant inflexion points for the attack,
steady state and release, by studying the amplitude
and frequency changes in time. Then the general
spectral shape of the steady state of the note is
approximated with an envelope and extracted from
the whole note. The vibrato of the note is analyzed in
the frequency domain, by considering each partial a
time function, then computing its time-varying
spectra and detecting the spectral peak of the vibrato.
The spectral peak is deleted and the inverse-FFT
(IFFT) computed, resulting in the initial timevarying partial, now without any vibrato. If this is
done both in the frequency and amplitude data we
extract both vibrato and tremolo. Then, the overall
amplitude and pitch evolution of the note is obtained
by averaging all the partials and subtracted from
each one. This results in a set of normalized timevarying functions. Finally, we detect the most stable
regions of the steady state part of the sound, regions
that can be simplified by only storing a few frames of
the region and the key frames can also be used as
loop points for changing the note duration without
affecting the microstructure. The output of this
process is the same type of the spectral data that
entered it, but now with very little high level
information. What is left, if synthesized, does not
sound like any instrument, it lacks most of its
character, but it has the microstructure that makes
the sound “natural”.
The extraction of High Level Attributes can be taken
a step further by studying and extracting the
attributes for an entire instrument, i.e., for all the
sounds produced by the instrument. The attributes of
each note are compared and combined in order to
group the spectral information that is common to the
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whole instrument, or a part of it, leaving each note
only with the differences from the common
characteristics of the attributes. This gives musical
control at the instrument level without having to
access each individual analyzed note. In our Spectral
Description Format we keep all this information as
Envelope chunks at the different abstraction levels.
The approach of comparing and combining High
Level Attributes is also used to study musical
performance characteristics, such as the articulation
between notes, which are then stored as attributes of
the instrument.

5. Spectral Synthesis
The transformation and synthesis of a sound is all
done in the frequency domain; generating sinusoids,
noise, or arbitrary spectral components, and adding
them all, for any number of voices, in a spectral
frame. Then, we compute a single IFFT for each
frame, which yields very efficient real-time
implementations.
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the final part of
the synthesis process. Previous to that we have to
transform and add all the High Level Attributes, if
they have been extracted, and obtain the low level
sine and residual data for the
frame to be
synthesized. Since the stored data might have a
different frame rate, or a variable one, we also have to
generate the appropriate frame by interpolating the
stored ones. The high level control of this process is
presented in the next section.

spectral
sine
generation
phase
spectrum

magnitude
spectrum

magnitude
spectrum

polar to
rectangular
conversion

+

polar to
rectangular
conversion

sine
frequencies

phase
spectrum

sine
magnitudes

sine
phases

spectral
data
spectral
residual
generation

complex
spectrum
*

spectral data
(ex: reverberation)

IFFT

*

synthesis
window

window
generation

sound

Figure 4: Diagram of the spectral synthesis.

The synthesis of the sinusoids is done in the
frequency domain, which is much more efficient than
the traditional time domain approach [8]. While it
looses some of the flexibility of the oscillator bank
implementation, specially the instantaneous control of
frequency and magnitude, the gain in speed is
significant. This gain is mainly based on the fact that
a sinusoid in the frequency domain is a sinc-type
function, the transform of the window used, and on
these functions not all samples carry the same weight.
To generate a sinusoid in a spectrum, it is sufficient
to calculate the samples of the main lobe of the
window transform, with the appropriate magnitude,
frequency and phase values. We can then synthesize
as many sinusoids as we want by adding these main
lobes in the spectrum and performing an IFFT to
obtain the resulting time-domain signal.
The synthesis frame rate is fixed and completely
independent of the analysis one and we would like to
have the highest rate possible for maximum control
during synthesis. As in all short-time based processes
we have to deal with the time-frequency compromise.
The window transform, a sine spectrum, should have
the fewest possible significant bins since this will be
the number of points to generate per sinusoid. A good
choice of window is the Blackman-Harris 92dB
because its main lobe includes most of the energy.
However the problem is that such a window does not
overlap perfectly to a constant in the time domain. A
solution to this problem is to undo the effect of the
window, by dividing by it in the time domain, and
applying a triangular window before the overlap-add
process [8]. This will give the best time-frequency
compromise.
The synthesis of the residual component of the sound
is also done in the frequency domain. When the
analyzed residual has not been approximated, i.e. it is
represented as a magnitude and a phase spectra for
each frame, a STFT, each residual spectrum is simply
added to the spectrum of the sinusoidal component.
But when the residual has been approximated by a
magnitude spectral envelope, an appropriate complex
spectrum has to be generated.
The synthesis of an stochastic signal from the residual
approximation can be understood as the generation of
noise that has the frequency and amplitude
characteristics described by the spectral magnitude
envelopes [3]. The intuitive operation is to filter white
noise with these frequency envelopes, that is,
performing a time-varying filtering of white noise,
which is generally implemented by the time-domain
convolution of white noise with the impulse response
corresponding to the spectral envelope of a frame. We
do it in the frequency domain by creating a magnitude
spectrum from the approximated one, or its
transformation, and generating a phase spectrum with
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a random number generator. To avoid periodicity at
the frame rate, new values are generated at each
frame.
Once the two spectral components are generated, to
add the spectrum of the residual component to one of
the sinusoids, we need to worry about windows. In the
process of generating the noise spectrum there has not
been any smoothing window applied but in the
sinusoidal synthesis we have used a Blackman-Harris
92dB, which is undone in the time domain after the
IFFT. Therefore we should apply the same window in
the noise spectrum before adding it to the sinusoidal
spectrum. This is done by convolving the transform of
the Blackman-Harris 92dB, only its main lobe since
includes most of its energy, by the noise spectrum.
This is implemented quite efficiently because it only
involves a few bins and the window is symmetric.
Then we can use a single IFFT for the combined
spectrum. Finally in the time domain we undo the
effect of the Blackman-Harris 92dB and impose the
triangular window. By an overlap-add process we
combine successive frames to get the time-varying
characteristics of the sound.
We can take advantage of working in the frequency
domain and process the synthesized sound before
performing the IFFT. High quality reverberation is
very efficiently incorporated in the frequency domain
by multiplying stored spectra of impulse responses of
reverberations for each synthesized spectral frame.
This limits the length of reverberations to the frame
size. Longer reverberations can also be applied by
splitting their impulse responses into several spectra
and doing an appropriate overlap-add over the result.
spectral
description
file
SMS
SMS
collection
collection

score file

instrument
definition
file

MIDI
interface

score
controller

We have designed and implemented a software
system that puts together all the pieces presented here
into a musical synthesizer. Our application is based
on several interconnected C++ classes that do the
functions of: (1) reading control information, (2)
reading spectral information, and (3) synthesizing
from this information.Apart from the Spectral
Description Format discussed earlier, the synthesizer
needs a format for specifying control events, a Score
File, and a format for describing the characteristics of
an instrument, an Instrument Definition File. Even
though the formats and the architecture of the
synthesizer have been designed to fulfill our specific
needs they are intended to work for synthesizers based
on other synthesis techniques. An example of a Score
File is shown in Table 3 and a detailed description of
these formats is available on our web site [4].
Score_Info{Tempo:130/2 Meter:4/4
SMPTEfps:25}
Sound_Info{BitsperSample:16}
Instrument_Info{
oboe[InsDef: “c:/Instruments/oboe”]
clarinet[SMSDef: “c:/SMS/clarinet]
claripiano[SMSDef:(0)“c:/SMS/clarinet”,
(1)“c:/SMS/piano”]}
begin

t00:01:02 oboe Pitch: C4 Amplitude: .5
t00:01:02 clarinet Pitch: A3
AmpFn:[(0,1)(1,0.5)]
Tempo: 140
graphical t00:01:03:00
interface t03:00 claripiano SMSSelection.1:[t0,
t01]
TimbreLoc: [0(0)
1(0.5)]
+t02 claripiano TimbreLoc.FS: 1

event
SMS
transform

6. A Musical Synthesizer

end

Table 3: Example of a score file.

instrument
instrument
SMS synthesis
controller
instrument
event
instrument
instrumentevent
event
SMS data
SMS frame
synthesis

sound
sound

Figure 5: Diagram of the musical synthesizer.

clock

Figure 5 shows a diagram of the interconnections
between the different objects used in the synthesizer.
The Synthesis Controller is the object responsible for
controlling the flow of information between the
different objects.
To initialize the synthesizer the Synthesis Controller
asks the Score Controller to read initialization data
from the header of a Score File, or from another
controlling source. With this information the
Synthesis Controller creates as many Instrument
objects as needed, which in turn are initialized from
the corresponding Instrument Definition files. In
these files the required Spectral Description files are
specified and characteristics of the instrument given.
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Each Instrument creates and builds a Collection
object with all the spectral data needed by the
Instrument.
Once the synthesizer is loaded with the required
spectral data, the Synthesis Controller asks the Score
Controller for the events that have a start time within
the next synthesis frame. These events can come from
a score file, a graphical interface, or a MIDI device.
The Synthesis Controller looks at the events. If they
are events that modify, or update, currently active
Instrument Event objects, it sends them the new
values, otherwise it asks the corresponding
Instruments to create new Instrument Events.
Each active Instrument Event returns, at every frame,
the appropriate spectral data by keeping track of its
current status and sending a message to its
corresponding Instrument with the control parameters
for the frame. In turn, the Instrument sends a message
to the Collection object to get an interpolated spectral
frame and to the Transform object to manipulate the
spectral data of the frame. The Collection is a
complex class that stores the analyzed data tracks as a
multidimensional space structure and is able to get
spectral data for any point within the space by
interpolating the existing data points. The position of
each analyzed track in the multidimensional space is
given with the initialization data of each Instrument.
The Synthesis Controller sends all the spectral frames
returned by the active Instrument Events to the Frame
Synthesis object which adds them all into a single
spectrum. When the current time is equal to the begin
time of a frame, the Frame Synthesis object generates
the sound for that frame by computing one IFFT. This
portion of synthesized sound is sent to the Sound
object, overlap and added to the previous frame, and
stored in a file or sent to a stream.

7. A Graphical Environment
The current implementation of our SMS system has
been developed in Visual C++ under Windows 95. It
has a graphical front-end that is useful for the
exploration of most of its capabilities.
The graphical interface includes three types of
workspaces: (1) analysis, (2) transformationsynthesis, and (3) event-list control. With the analysis
workspace (Figure 6) the user views an original
sound, with its time-varying spectrum, and sets the
different analysis parameters with menus and
graphical tools. Once analyzed, it displays the

resulting representation of the sinusoidal and residual
components of the sound and the intermediate steps
that are useful for understanding the analysis process
and finding the optimal analysis parameters. In
particular the user can study the pitch detection,
partial tracking, and residual approximation
processes, steps that are critical for a good
resynthesis. All the representations are synchronized
and are easily scaleable.
The transformation-synthesis workspace is used for
the manipulation of the analysis data and the
generation of a synthesized sound from it. The user
can set all the transformation parameters with
different types of menus and graphical drawing tools.
These transformations go from manipulations of the
different components of the sound (partials and
residual) to the hybridization of two analyzed sounds.
The event-list control workspace permits to control
the transformation and synthesis of several sounds by
using a Score File. The parameters for the different
events can either be specified with a text editor or
graphical tools, and we can go from one
representation to the other and the program translates
the data accordingly. With this type of control we can
go beyond the transformation and synthesis of single
sounds and use most of the potential of the musical
synthesizer software. We can define Collections of
spectral data, (multidimensional spaces of sounds), or
use existing ones, and synthesize from them by giving
the coordinates of the synthesized sound to be
produced and the way to interpolate from the existing
analyzed sounds.
We are currently working on workspaces for
controlling the extraction of High Level Attributes
and organizing the analysis of the different sounds
produced by an instrument into a Collection which is
then stored into a single Spectral Description file.

8. Conclusion
In this article we have shown the use of
complementary spectral representations in the design
of a general purpose musical synthesizer. Such an
approach takes advantage of the qualities of each
model and offers the possibility of representing
sounds at different levels of abstraction.
A general description of our approach to musical
synthesis has been given. A much longer article
would be required to discuss in detail the different
issues involved in our system.
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All the important technical issues have been solved
and the implementation of the basic system is done. It
requires some more work if we want to have a fully
functional real-time musical synthesizer.
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